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AccountMate Accounting Software Upgrade Improves Budgeting and Inventory
Management
AccountMate 9.4 for SQL Accounting System Release Includes Support of the ACA Reporting Program
PETALUMA, Calif.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- AccountMate Software Corporation has released yet another update
to one of its accounting software system product lines. AccountMate 9.4 for SQL delivers a number of
enhancements mostly requested by their clients. Although AccountMate software is sold through a dedicated
Solution Provider channel, the suggested new feature and function inclusions are usually recommended directly
from the people using the software or via their own AccountMate Solution Providers. The significance of this is
that AccountMate delivers the types of features and benefits that directly help clients with improvements to
their efficiencies and financial growth.
David Dierke, President & CEO of AccountMate, commented, “Our policy of incorporating impressive
enhancements continues. It is evident in a number of the new features in this latest Build update of
AccountMate 9.4 for SQL and Express.”
Some of the AccountMate 9.4 for SQL enhancements that Mr. Dierke references are:
Provides capability to manually enter or input data for Forms 1094 and 1095 (Affordable Care Act
Reporting Program Enhancement)
Allows option to limit the number of paid leave hours for an accrual year
Separates out the Budget Statement into two separate reports: Budgeted Balance Sheet and Budgeted
Income Statement to provide flexibility in adding criteria
Provides feature for companies that have activated the IFRS functionality to generated IFRS-ready
budgeted financial statements
Supports US-industry accepted methods of presenting Multiple Step Format vs. Single Step Format
Budgeted Income Statement
Provides option to provide step-by-step instructions for Bill of Materials by use of an added instruction
tab. This Instruction tab allows users to provide instructions for each single step in the Bill of Materials
Saves time and effort with a sequence feature that provides the flexibility to rearrange the bins from
which items will be picked for shipment
The AccountMate products are sold by the module and, at release time, enhancements are usually made
throughout the product suite. This AccountMate 9.4 for SQL follows this same convention.
An additional value-add is that the AccountMate clients have the option to have their modules customized to
allow flexibility through the AccountMate source code to have their system adhere to their own preferences for
managing their processes. Enhancements made in Version upgrades and Build updates are meant to
mainstream the types of features that the AccountMate team is seeing a majority of the clients expecting in a
mature product.
About AccountMate
Founded in 1984, AccountMate develops and markets fully modifiable business accounting software. Systems
range from single user versions to those that support hundreds of users simultaneously. AccountMate software

is available for local or cloud installation. It is distributed exclusively through a worldwide channel of authorized
solution providers. AccountMate can be reached at (800) 877-8896 or at accountmate.com.
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